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Let there be
light! Said
Liberty, and
like sunrise
from the sea,
Athens arose! 

Percy Bysshe Shelley



The Study Rooms: A simple, cosy, hospitable place, which feels like home, opens its doors,

welcomes you and promises up-to-date, friendly educational services. Combining

the authenticity and the warm atmosphere of a past era with the contemporary freshness,

colour and technology, it is a modest place while establishing a sense of uniqueness.

 

 

CENTRAL LOCATION
Located in the district of Ampelokipoi at the northeastern of Athens within a short

distance of Athens Music Hall and Lycabettus Hill. A perfect place not only for

studies but also for living, this why the area is chosen by many university students.

www.thestudyrooms.gr
www.studyingreece.edu.gr



Join us in Athens,
enroll in the

perfect IELTS
course, learn from

experienced
teachers, achieve
your targets - all
in one of the most
historical cities of

the world 



ABOUT THE STUDY
ROOMS
The Study Rooms was created to help people learn how to plan and effectively

manage their personal development and career, by discovering, growing and

utilizing their abilities, skills and knowledge. 

 

The Study Rooms is a contemporary space for training, inspiration, creativity and

collaboration which accommodates, forms and offers solutions catering to the needs and

concerns of everyone involved in education – students, tutors, parents. The Study

Rooms is composed of a group of people involved in education, who utilize their different

qualities while at the same time being strengthened stronger by their common

characteristics of: enthusiasm, sincerity, high quality services, strong work ethic.



Study in Greece is the official portal of Greece, having as its core mission the promotion

and support of educational opportunities and activities in Greece for international

students, the provision of information for studying and living in Greece, the

development, support and implementation of educational programs and activities,

acting as a cultural and educational bridge between Greece and other countries.

 

The SiG team consists of people from the academic area, mainly faculty members and

university students, both postgraduates and PhDs. Study in Greece is under the auspices of

the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, of Tourism, and Education, Research and Religious Affairs

and is the official source of information for studies in Greece. These Ministries, as well as the

Greek Embassies and Diplomatic Authorities of Greece abroad, host a link to the Study in

Greece portal on the homepage of their web sites.

ABOUT STUDY 
IN GREECE
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comprise various training and consulting services
combine experienced professionals in education with young, enthusiastic
and innovative people
offer customised services , always taking into account the special needs of each person or
institution
monitor and assess the impact of the provided services on the individual clients and their
environment 
work with experienced, renowned institutions as well as with professionals with a deep
understanding of their subject

Greece is gradually turning into a popular destination for students. University courses,
summer vacation and all year language courses are getting more and more popular at
the moment. Study In Greece and The Study Rooms work together to offer a wide
range of unique educational and cultural experiences.
 
We offer services, consultation and courses with the aim of helping people choose, improve,
boost, enhance and advance their personal and professional goals.
What is unique about us?

 
use of innovative strategies
evaluation of the weak points
tracking the performance to check
progress and improvement
reinforcing the techniques for achieving
the required target
providing detailed discussion sessions of
all modules
emphasizing a different type of questions
following systematic problem-solving
techniques
providing special grammar classes to
enhance language skills
tips for improving communication skills by
well qualified and experienced trainers
mock exams to help you familiarize with
the format
individual attention to help each student
to explore his potential and come out
with flying colors
organized classes according to the
subsequent difficult level of the
papers,logical and practical approaches
towards helping the candidate shape their
future

Why choose our IELTS preparation
programme?
 
We have a unique way of teaching and we
are the ideal option for many factors:

WHY CHOOSE US



YOUR BEST IELTS
www.ielts.org/

the world’s leading language test 

jointly owned by the British Council, IDP: IELTS Australia

and Cambridge Assessment English
evaluates ability in four language skills: listening, reading,
writing and speaking
available in two test formats: Academic (for test takers
wishing to study at undergraduate or postgraduate levels,
and for those seeking professional registration) or
General Training (for test takers wishing to migrate to an
English-speaking country and for those wishing to train or
study at below degree level)
accepted by more than 10,000 organisations worldwide,
including higher education institutions, professional
associations, and private employers
results are valid for two years

The International English Language Testing System
(IELTS) measures the language proficiency of people who
want to study or work where English is used as a
language of communication. It uses a nine-band scale to
clearly identify levels of proficiency, from non-user
(band score 1) through to expert (band score 9). 
A score is given for each test component – Listening,
Reading, Writing and Speaking. These individual scores
are then averaged and rounded to produce an overall
band score.
 

 

 

 
IELTS at a glance

THE
WORLD
SPEAKS
IELTS.
YOU?



Language level:  Α2+/B1 and above 

Course length:  Choose 4 or 8 weeks 

Maximum class size: 10 

Age: 17 and above 

Classroom lessons per week: 15 or 20 lessons

Start dates: All year round courses 

 

COURSE SUMMARY

SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? 
CONTACT US AND FIND OUT HOW WE
CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR SCORE!

Become better at interpreting meaning 
Navigate complex texts more effectively 
Learn strategies for time management

Be able to describe effectively
Be able to argue convincingly
Learn how to improve writing flow 
Learn how to incorporate advanced
language

Follow arguments effectivelyGuess/ predict
effectively
Develop pronunciation awareness

This course is for students of different levels
who want to improve their Academic English
quickly over a short period of time with the
objective to take the IELTS exam. 
It offers different length of programs
depending on the entry score and target score
needed by the candidate.
 

How many hours will I
need?
The typical course involves 50 (up to 120)
hours of intensive study with equal emphasis
paid to the 4 different parts of the test
mentioned below. 
 
 
 
There are four papers to the exam; reading,
writing, listening and speaking. This course
provides comprehensive study in these areas
but also focuses on language development
and independent learning.
 
 
 
 
Reading 

 
Writing 

 
Listening

Talk confidently on everyday topics
Develop short presentations on topics
Argue your view effectively
Develop fluency and pronunciation

Develop range of expressionsImprove
language accuracy
Understand language register (formality) 

Organise an effective learning plan
Learn self-study techniques
Become a more self-reflective,
independent learner

Speaking

 
Grammar and vocabulary 

 
Study Skills 

Course Objectives & Learning Outcomes

I E L T S  A C A D E M I C
P R E P A R A T I O N

Achieve the score you need to study
an English-speaking course, or to
achieve  your next career goal.

www.thestudyrooms.gr
www.studyingreece.edu.gr

Is it for me?

What will I learn?



Reach what
you cannot

Nikos Kazantzakis, Report to Greco



www.thestudyrooms.gr
info@thestudyrooms.gr
 

www.studyingreece.edu.gr
info@studyingreece.edu.gr 


